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FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF UNBOUNDED MEASURES1 
BY LOREN ARGABRIGHT AND JESUS GIL DE LAMADRID 
Communicated by Ray A. Kunze, November 12, 1970 
Let G be a locally compact abelian group. For a (generally un-
bounded) measure fx on G we shall say that /x is transformable if there 
is a measure j& on the character group r of G such that, for every 
/ £ i £ ( G ) , the space of continuous functions with compact support on 
GjeUifi) and 
(1) f ƒ* * ƒ(*) dfi{x) = f | /(Y"1) I2 dfi(y). 
The resulting "Fourier transformation" JU—»# contains the classical 
theory and leads to generalizations of a variety of classical results, 
including the Plancherel theorem and the Poisson summation for-
mula. The present work can also be regarded as a sort of theory of 
tempered distributions on general locally compact abelian groups. I t 
is true that Bruhat [ l l ] introduced a direct generalization to this 
setting of the theory of Schwartz [lO], but, to the best of our knowl-
edge, a detailed study of the Fourier transform has not been carried 
out. In a forthcoming exposition we shall describe the precise relation 
between the present study and the work of Bruhat. 
In the present announcement of results, we shall, for the most part, 
restrict ourselves to the study of the Fourier transform on the linear 
span 2flZ(G) of all positive definite measures on G. Such a measure^ is 
defined by the property : /x(/ * ƒ*) ^ 0, for /Ei£(G). The transformabil-
ity of the elements of 3TC(G) follows from a general Plancherel theorem 
of Godement [6, p. 144-07].2 If ix is the Dirac measure at the identity, 
Godement's theorem reduces to the classical Plancherel theorem for 
G. In a similar spirit, a general Poisson summation formula can be 
established for positive definite /x, which reduces to the classical 
formula in the case that JJL is Haar measure on a closed subgroup of G. 
This is the content of Theorem 6 below. 
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1. Transforms of measures in 3ïï(G). We shall pick and fix a Haar 
measure dx on G, and, without further ado, identify a locally in-
t e g r a t e function ƒ on G with the measure f(x) dx. If ƒ is contin-
uous and M is a (not necessarily bounded) measure on G, //x shall, as 
usual, denote the measure ƒ (x) dy,(x). The transformability of positive 
definite measures, and the uniqueness part of the theorem of Gode-
ment, cited above, yields a mapping /x—»# of positive definite measures 
on G to positive measures on T, which can be extended by linearity to 
the entire linear span 2flX(G) of the set of positive definite measures. 
The precise details are given by the following theorem, whose proof 
is like the uniqueness part of the theorem of Godement. 
THEOREM 1. Every JU£9TC(G) is transformable and the measures p 
and ju, satisfying (1), with fi^M(G), determine each other uniquely. 
Thusy the mapping ix—>jl is linear and one-to-one on 9TC(G). 
If ju£9TC(G)
 w e shall henceforth refer to j& as the Fourier transform 
of ju. The following theorem justifies our claim that the Fourier trans-
form in this general setting includes the various classical notions that 
are commonly considered. As in [8], we use B(G) to denote the 
algebra of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of bounded measures on T. 
Thus, if g£J3(G), there is a unique bounded measure 0O on T such 
that g(x) =fv y(x) dd0(y) ; we shall refer to 6g as the Bochner measure 
ofg. 
THEOREM 2. The space M(G) contains LP(G) (1 £p£2), M(G) and 
B(G). Furthermore, the transform IJL—»# extends the classical Fourier 
transform on LP(G) ( 1 ^ £ ^ 2 ) , and the Fourier-Stieltjes transform on 
M(G), and assigns to g (EB (G) ils Bochner measure. 
We now turn to the problem of finding an inversion formula for the 
transform fi—^fl. In this regard, a natural question is whether the 
transform fi of a measure JJL in 9fîl(G) belongs to SflXQT). Unfortunately, 
this is not true in general. In view of this, it is natural to introduce a 
new space of measures, namely $(G) = { M G ^ ( G ) :j&E9ft(r)}. Clearly 
#(G) is a linear subspace of 911(G). Furthermore, one can show that, 
like 9TC(G), 4(G) contains the spaces LP(G) ( 1 ^ £ ^ 2 ) , M(G), and 
JB(G), as well as the Haar measures of closed subgroups of G. 
For jf£i£(G), we define ƒ by the formula ƒ'(x) =f(x~l). For a mea-
sure /x, fif is defined by transposition, that is fj,'(f) =/*(ƒ')• If M is a 
measure in 2HR:(G) (or 3H(r)), we define jl = #', and we call j& the inverse 
Fourier transform of ju. We see immediately that, for M G ^ ( G ) , 
M7G2fTl(G) and (M')" = (A)'. Thus SfH(G) and 4(G) are invariant under 
reflection. 
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THEOREM 3. The Fourier transform establishes an isomorphism of 
the space $(G) onto the space ó(T) whose inverse is the inverse Fourier 
transform, that is, for every ju£#(G), JU = fT. 
2. Stability properties of 9Tl(G). The considerations of this section 
involve convolutions of measures which, in general, are unbounded. 
For the definition of convolution in the generality needed here we 
refer to Bourbaki [ l ] . In discussing the convolution of general mea-
sures, one of the main concerns, of course, is with the question of 
when the convolution is defined. Classically it is well known that 
JU*J> exists if one of the measures has compact support, or if both are 
bounded. In addition, certain unbounded measures (for example dx) 
can be convolved with any bounded measure. To some extent, the 
measures under consideration in this paper are inclined to have this 
curious property. I t turns out, for example, that the transform jit of 
any measure IJL&<M(G) can be convolved with any bounded measure 
on F ; however, the corresponding statement for /x is not true in 
general. 
THEOREM 4. (a) If gGB(G) and /zG9rc(G) then gfx&m(G) and 
(gju) = 6g * p, (in particular, this convolution exists). 
(b) If ju£3TC(G), and if v is a measure having compact support, then 
v * /A G 9TC(Cr) and (v * \x) * — Pfl (keep in mind here that v is a function). 
We note that it follows from (a) that 2flI(G) is stable under multi-
plication by characters, and that multiplication of /x by a character y 
corresponds to translation of jX by 7. We also see, from (b), that M(G) 
is translation invariant (convolve ji with a point mass) and that 
translation of JX corresponds to multiplication of ju by the appropriate 
character. For the sake of comparison, it is also interesting to note 
that Theorem 4 tells us that 2fTl(G) is stable under convolution by 
bounded measures and under multiplication by Fourier-Stieltjes 
transforms of measures with compact support. Finally, we point out 
that the space 4(G) introduced in §1 has all the stability properties in 
question here. This follows from Theorems 3 and 4, and from the fact 
that the convolution of two positive definite measures (if it exists) is 
also positive definite. 
THEOREM 5. The space $(G) is stable under convolution by arbitrary 
bounded measures and under multiplication by arbitrary Fourier-
Stieltjes transforms. 
3. The general Poisson summation formula. Let H be a closed 
subgroup of G with Haar measure dxH. One verifies easily that dxn 
(regarded as a measure on G) is positive definite, hence transformable. 
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One shows (for instance, by using the classical Poisson summation 
formula) that its transform, denoted by djH0, is a Haar measure on 
the annihilator H° of H in T. Setting ƒ= g * g*, for g(E:K(G), formula 
(1) yields, using the invariance of Haar measure with respect to re-
flection, 
(2) f f(x)dxH= f Ky)dyH*. 
Thus formula (1) appears as the exact analogue, for arbitrary trans-
formable measures, of the classical Poisson formula, and of the usual 
Fourier inversion formula, in the case H~ {e}. The usual question 
that is asked about formula (2) concerns the extent to which it re-
mains valid for a larger class of functions. We are able to prove certain 
results of this type, for arbitrary positive definite /x, which, when 
applied to the case dfi(x) = dxH, includes all the classical results that 
are known to us (see, for example, [2], [3], [7], and [9]). 
Before stating our theorem, we need to say a few words about con-
volution of functions and measures. In the first place, if ƒ is a locally 
integrable function and /x is a measure, then the convolution ƒ * ^  is to 
be interpreted in the sense of measures, i.e. as the convolution of the 
measures ƒ(x)dx and /x. This convolution, when it exists, is given by a 
locally integrable function and, under suitable additional assumptions 
(see [l ] or [4]), one has the formula 
(3) ƒ*/,(*) = ( f(y-l%) dtx{y) 
J G 
locally almost everywhere. 
THEOREM 6. Let IJL be a positive definite measure on G and let f be a 
Borel measurable function belonging to Li(G). Suppose f * fx exists and, 
further, that the integral f of (yx~x) d(ji(y) exists for xina neighborhood of 
the identity and is a continuous f unction ofxatx = e. Then : 
(a) if}'C=:Li(p)wehave 
(4) ff(y)dn(y)= f AT"1) dfi(y), 
(b) if f is continuous and positive definite then / 'G^i(A) and (4) 
holds. 
We remark, finally, that in the case dfx = dxn the condition that 
ƒ' * /x exists is automatically satisfied (because dxH belongs to 2fTl(r)). 
However, the assumption that the convolution be continuous at e still 
seems to be necessary. 
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